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their due 
-page 5 1
11.V -part two in a series 
A student.gets the results 
of his HIV test - page 4 
Going Strong 
XU grad and NBA star 
Derek Strong 
Bevis, Jack, Denzel 
and Nicole star in 
holiday flicks 
-page 10 
NBBJpicked 
to design Center 
Sa111e .fit:.!n ~o design Bengal's stadiurn 
and X.avier l..,onvocation l'fenter 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier University is on the 
verge of moving one step closer to 
breaking ground on its 250,000 
square foot Convocation Center. 
The school has selected an architect 
to design the facility, mid may reach 
. a contract agreement with the firm 
as early as this week. 
NBBJ Sports & Entertain-
ment, a national ar~hitectural ,firm, 
will design the:building for.Xavler, 
· beating out three other finalists. 
The Cincinnati Enquirer first 
reported NBBJ' s selection on · 
Tuesday after finding information 
about Xavier's Convocation Center 
on the company's website. 
According to Tuesday's 
Enquirer, the site showed "a · 
conceptual illustration of the 
center's interior." The article goes 
on to say that NBBJ removed the 
drawings from their site after the 
paper contacted them about publish-
ing the drawing. 
. Sources familiar with the 
situation confirm that NBBJ was 
selected in early November to work 
on the project. According to these 
sources, NBBJ beat out two other 
parties, KZF Incorporated of · 
Cincinnati, and a co-operative bid 
from H.O.K. of Kansas City and the 
local firm of GBBN. 
KZF is the firm that did the 
preliminary drawings of the 
Convocation Center that surfaced 
last spring. 
NBBJ has a history of being 
involved in large projects. The firm 
has seven offices worldwide, and 
its Los Angeles office houses 
their Sports & Entertainment 
Division. The firm also has an 
office in Columbus but, accord-
ing to the NBBJ website, that 
office is primarily responsible for 
oversc;:~s projects. 
·.· Currently, NBBJ is 
working on the designs for the 
Cincinnati Bengal's new football 
stadium, . The proposed arena is 
to seat 70,000, and be on the·. 
. cutting edge of stadiiitn design; '. 
. . . . Several other NBBI , . 
projects are considered to be state 
of the art. Two such facilities 
are baseball stadium's that will 
incoq,orate retractable roofs. 
Ground has. been broken on one 
of these projects, Miller Park in 
Milwaukee, and the designs were 
recently presented for Pacific 
Northwest Baseball Park in 
Seattle. 
Basketball arenas are not 
new to NBBJ. They designed the 
Key Arena in Seattle, the home 
of the NBA' s Super Sonics. 
They also· have performed a.site 
study in Los Angeles on the Los 
Angeles Sports and Entertain-
ment Complex. The. facility 
woul_d include a 20,000 seat arena 
that could be a potential home.for 
the NBA's Lakers and NHL's 
Kings in downtown L.A. 
Xavier University officials 
have been very quiet about the 
matter. 
(see Architect on page 2) 
Students smacked 
by wage increase 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The minimum wage 
increase of 50 cents enacted on 
Oct. 1 of this year may have 
negative repercussions for some 
Xavier student workers. 
Approximately 84 students 
who work in McOonald Library 
may either lose hours or be forced 
to transfer to other departments in 
order to keep their promised hours 
per week. 
Sophomore Justin Wilson, 
who works in the circulation 
department, voiced co.ncerns that 
many students are raising. 
He said, "The minimum 
wage was increased so people 
could have more money to spend, 
· but with decreased hours, we'll be 
making•the same amount or 
lower." 
The Small Business Protec- · 
. tionAct of 1996.increased 
nlinimum wage from $4.25 to 
$4.75 earlier this fall, and is 
scheduled to increase an addi-
tional 40 cents on Sept. l, 1997. 
. At the time the 'increase was 
announced, Mike Grdina, ass~ci-
ate to the vice president of the The Director of McDonald 
Financial Administration Office, Library Dr. JoAnne Young assures 
said there was no indication that students that attention to their 
the increase .would affect the needs will be given top priority. 
budgets of departments and in She said, "Let me stress that 
turn the amount of hours or jobs we do not intend to cut people. 
for on-campus employees. · "We may need to reassign 
The library, however, as a individuals working a few hours 
separate depaitment, had a less to other departments such as 
student budget allocation which tech services, put we will do all 
was $25,000 lower.than ·antici:- · that we can to honor our commit- • 
pated needs submitted by the ments to.the students first" 
support staff. The various departments are . 
The minimum wage notsure how they are going to 
increase added an approximate ·honor these commitments yet, but 
$15,000 strain to the library's they insist they are working on it. 
resources .. Although special The library staffers in charge 
requests for more money resulted of studentworkers will be meeting 
in an extra $9,000, it will not with the Coordinator ofStudent 
cover the deficit the library .is Assistant Services Pam Bach on 
experiencing. . Thursday to discuss possible 
In Octqber, at a monthly . solutions to the problem. 
. review of the student budget, One of the goals for this 
executives within thelibrary meeting is to hash out details 
calculated the number of hours . regarding the effects of student· 
each department had for the cutbacks on the services the library .. 
remainder of the year. These itself provides. . 
figures were based on the amount . · 'This is merely a review of 
of student hours each department · _our budget and how we can take . 
used last year, which in some . . steps to stay within our. budget and· 
cases, were not reflective of the honor our commitment to the. 
needs for various departmentS · . students. We certainly couldn't .. · 
during ,this current school year, · function as we do without the 
with th~ incorporation of new students," Young said. 
projects. (see Minimum page 3) 
,• •·1 r 
Holiday shuttle 
. ' . 
. SGA and the Department of Safety and Security will 
be sponsoring service of the Xavier shuttles to and from the 
Cincinnati Airport both before and after Christmas break. · 
Applications; available at the Information Desk, must be 
filled out by 5 p.m. this Friday in order to be eligible. An 
airport schedule will be posted at the Information Desk on 
Dec. 16. For more information call 745-4230. 
No stop signs 
The city traffic engineer Qas taken down the stop 
signs at Ledgewood and Herald because it is no longer 
considered an intersection. The stop signs have been 
replaced by cross walk signs which Chief Couch said will . 
hold drivers more ~countable for pedestrians. "People 
· were not stopping at the signs anymore, so the more 
appropriate crosswalk signs were erected," said Couch. 
Club budgets 
The Financial Affairs Committee will be hoiding 
mandatory club meetings on Tuesday, Jan. 21 and 
Wednesday, Jan 22 at 7 p.m. in Alter Hall room 223 for the 
1998 budget allocations process. At least one representative 
from.each club must attend in order to get a budget. For 
more information, contact Roderick at 985-3789. 
Santa photos 
Habitat for Humanity is hosting a holiday fundraiser. 
On Thursday, from 5-7 p.m. in the University Center lobby, 
students can get their picture taken with Santa Claus. The 
cost of the photo is $1.50. 
-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe 
Security Notes 
Monday, December 2, 9:30 p.m. 
Two students in Husman admitted to growing two small 
marijuana plarits in their 1'.00m. They were brought up on 
internal charges from the University. 
Tuesday, December 3, 4:00 p.m; 
A student on the second floor of Kuhlman reported her 
portfolio, calctiiator and hand-held cassette recorder were 
tak~n from her unlocked room. 
Security Note of.the Week . 
Sunday, December 1, 6:05 p.m. 
Xavier campus police assisted Cincinnati police in 
the pursuit and arrest of a twelv.e year-old who had two 
warrants for his arrest on file. The chase was initiated in 
the Cincinnati Bell parking lot and ended behind the 
Physical Plant. The juvenile was arrested for"criminal 
trespassing, resisting arrest and falsification. · 
-compll'1 by Kara Benken 
No more noisy neighbors 
Bv WILLIAM KoNOP 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier has become the first 
college in the United States to 
· formally adopt a specific noise 
level policy for on-campus events. 
·From now on, any event 
held on the academic mall, the 
residential mall, the Village 
gazebo, Cohen Field or the 
O'Corinor Spons Center cannot 
produce a noise level in excess of 
60 decibels at the perimeter of 
campus. 
The noise will be measured 
by school officials using a sound 
meter and the direction of all 
acoustic equipment must be 
directed to keep the sound from 
carrying into the neighborhoods. 
In addition, most concert 
events in these areas will be 
required to end by 10 p.m. 
The policy was drafted in 
response to _complaints lodged ·by 
the North Avondale 
Neighborhood Association 
(NANA), regarding the s'ept.. 8 
Gufs concert. 
The Sunday evening 
concert, part of the annual Spirit 
Celebration, became a point of 
controversy when the Gufs' 
amplifiers sent loud music up the 
residential mall and into the 
community. 
Enraged locals flooded the 
Safety and Security office with 
· phone calls and even summoned 
the Cincinnati Police, who 
arrived just as the concert was 
ending. 
NANA then directed their 
complaints to the President's 
office.and to Vice President of 
Student Development Dr. Ron 
Slepitza, 
To prevent further prob-
lems with the community, 
Slepitza and Danielle Staudt, 
concert chair for SAC, organized 
a series of meetings with NANA 
representatives, aimed at reaching 
a compromise for campus events. 
Staudt said that the first two 
meetings were tense, with 
citizens venting their anger over 
much more than campus concerts. 
"At first they were 
complaining not only about 
concert noise level, but also 
about things like the noise from 
parties off campus," said Staudt. 
Staudt said the last two 
·meetings, however, produced a 
productive dialogue, culminating 
in 'the drafting of a specific noise · 
policy. · · 
Certain that the new policy 
will be a model for other colleges, 
Slepitza said, "Xavier.has always tried 
to be considerate of its neighbors and 
we fully understand the community's· 
leaders' concerns about noise." 
·slepitza urged the citizens "to 
continue to contact the school if any 
other modifications of the policy are 
needed to maintain good relations." 
When asked if this policy is the 
result of the lack of concerts scheduled 
on campus this semester, Staudt said 
that it was also a matter of time and 
money that has prevented concerts. 
"We didn't have any more 
outdoor concerts this semester first of 
all, because none were planned. But 
~lso because of the problems with the 
neighborhood," said Staudt. 
However, SAC does have at 
least two concerts planned for next 
semester, although none of these will 
be outdoor concerts. 
Likewise, Staudt assures that 
both Styuka and Reggae Fest, which is 
held in the Village Gazebo, will be 
taking place next semester. 
Student groups seeking 
permission for an event will need to 
clear the acoustic arrangement with the 
university, in addition to following 
regular procedures. 
Copies of the policy are 
available through either SAC or the 
Office of _Student Development. 
Architect ·chosen :ror Center 
(continued.from page 1) 
No administrators were able 
to be reached for coniment, but 
Xavier's Director of Media 
Relations Kelly Leon did say that 
no contract has been signed. She 
also said, "We're still in the 
selection process. With a project 
this large, you don't want to rush 
it." 
. he did say it was likely because 
the team is planning a Monday 
pre~s conference to unveil the 
detailed preliminary seating bowl 
·designs·ofthe stadium.· 
The unveiling ofthese 
designs will coincide with the 
kick off of the sale of private seat 
licenses and luxury boxes for the 
stadium.· 
Interviews with the three The selection of an archi-
finalists for the project occured on tect to design the Convocation 
Oct. 29, and, according to sources Center does move the university 
close to the selection, NBBJ had . closer to breaking. ground, but 
been selected approximately one that is still distant. 
week later. According to one architect; 
No NBBJ officials could be the school· is .looking for .the 
reached for comment on the designs to be completed befort? · 
project. Marketing Manager for beginning construction .. · -· · 
NBBJ' s Los Angeles office Tori · The architect wenfon to 
Engel, was out of town and_ could say that site clearing may begin · 
. not be reached for comment. long before 'construction does. ' . . 
An office worker at NBBJ ·Site c:Iearing would include · · · · 
· did say that the firm is working on . removing tlie trees from the · 
· Xavier's Convocation Center~ and . hillside and teloclltinfthe power; 
that Ron Turner will be the . lines that run througllthe area. 
principal designer for the project. · . The.· architect indicakd that•. 
Turner could not be reached for· · . designs ~ay: take up t6 ~n~ year • · · 
comment because, according his to complete; and constrUction of .·. 
office, he was on his way to the facility could be.completed iii· 
Cincinnati. approximately two years. 
Turner may not be coming·· . All parties iri:volved with 
to town to meet with Xavier the process indicated that the 
officials, ·however. Tumer is also designs that were presented 
involved with NBBJ' s efforts on during. the selection process were · 
the Bengal's stadium. very different from those that 
A Bengal's spokesperson have been used up to this point in 
was unable to confirm· that Turner the fund raising. 
and NBBJ will be meeting with 
Bengal's officials this week, but 
-•.·:··· 
. -
Minimum wage law c.uts hours 
Continued from page one 
Some members of the 
support staff don't see any other 
solution than to cut _hours for each 
person. 
Kathy Schmitt; supervisor 
of the circulation department, will 
not only cut her students from ten 
hours to eight hours, but wil! also 
no longer require her 28 student 
workers 'to make up times they are 
sick or simply cannot work. 
"I hired more people this 
fall than normal, thinking more 
· students would be needed for new 
projects~ Had I known we would 
have to cut back, I wouldn't 
have," Schmitt said. 
Questions have also arisen 
as to what kind ofoperating hours 
the library will be expected to 
keep during weekends and breaks 
due to the limited student hours 
during these times.· 
Even those departments that 
aren't anticipating a cut in hours 
are still concerned about the 
duration of time they have to 
watch carefully. One member of 
the support staff attributed this 
·iiL 
=)· 
:;,_,_:::-::'_.:-._.·,_.:·,.· .. ,. 
retention of hours to the fact that 
the department hadn't hired to fulJ _ 
capacity at the beginning of the 
year and will not be able to ~o so 
now. 
The library's budget plan. 
for the 1996-_1997 fiscal year was 
said to have_ planned for the 
minimum wage increase. 
Next year, the cost of living 
adjustment will also be included. 
A return to current working hours 
is forecast. · . 
Of the hours that will be lost 
for some departments, special 
attention will be paid to those 
students with specific financial 
needs. 
Sidnie Reed, who is in 
charge of student workers for the 
Interlibrary Loan Department, 
stresses that Thursday's meeting 
will also focus on retaining 
students and as many hours as is 
feasible. 
She said, "We rely tremen-
dously on the students that man 
our services, and if any of this is -·. 
going to be a hardship for them, 
we will try to right the situation." 
Young added, "Our fiscal 
responsibility is_ to support all of 
our conimitments, especially to our 
students." 
She also said, "I'm sorry that 
the students feel anxious and 
concerned about their future, 
especialiy at this stressful time 
prior to exams, but they should 
know we are dedicated to their 
concerns." 
_ Carol Quilty; who is in 
. chargeof on-campus employment 
for Career Services, stresses that 
those student workers who have 
been granted federal work study 
for the school year will not be 
affected by any reduced hours. 
· Young agreed, saying, "We 
have already almost satisfied all of 
the financial aid commitment to 
specific people at a slightly higher 
rate this year, partly due to the · 
minimum wage increase." 
The cutbacks are in no way 
related to the extended hours the . 
_library instigated before midterms. 
The money for those workers is 
covered in a separate budget. 
All I want for 
Christmas • IS •••. 
. photo by KatieBergman 
-Ju,zior Doug Ruschman and sophomore William Ruschman sit on 
Sahta Claus's (Dr. Ernest Fontana) lap and tells him whether they 
· have been naughty or nice. On Thursday, students will have another 
opportunity to get their picture taken with Santa, who will be played 
by Fr. LaRocca. · · · 
Leaders. emerge 
Bv VmGINIA SUTCLIFFE 
. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier will hold its-first Emerging Leadership retreat designed 
for first and second year students from Jan. 31-Feb.l. 
Associate-Director of Student Services for Leadership and 
Orientation Kim~erlie Goldsberry said that they have held other 
leadership retreats before, but this is the first. time they are using the 
Emerging Leadership name. · · 
"We are looking to make this an annual event. And if there is 
enough interest we may even have it twice a year," said Goldsberry. 
Their goal is to get 50 peopleto participate in the retreat. 
"We sent letters to the presidents of the student's organizations 
inviting· them to nominate someone from -their club or organization 
to participate that would make a good leader," said Goldsberry. 
those do 
somettingU 
. They want to try to get at least one male and one female from 
. , each clup. 
If you oorne a Jack of real-Wotli 
· eXJ;Brie1).ce trl yo1lr cl~ orj)b, call · 
to ooe how the adveillsing dei:rutrnent 
at the NewsWire can help ll 
Al'l Advertising Representative position offers: -. 
• Competitive Incentive-Based Pay 
• Flexible Hours 
• A Chance to Use C)nd Enhance 
Real Wodd Interpersonal Skills 
Call 74!;;-,~561 for more exciting details !! 
· Goldsberrry said that they will probably open the retreat up to 
other people who want to participate but they must be a first or 
seco_nd year student. . 
Goldsberry, along with senior Tara Burke and sophomore 
Katie McGinnis, will be helping with the retreat._ 
In addition, members of the Peer Leaciership Team, a newly 
formed group whose goal is to do outreach pi:ogramffiing with clubs 
and plan other special events such as this, will also be coordinating 
the retreat. · 
Goldsberry said that the retreat has three goals: to help 
s~udents learn about themselves and their leadership potential, to 
give students the opportunity to network with other student leaders 
across campus and obviously, to have a good time . 
. "Ideally, it is a way for students to interact socially through 
team building activities," said Goldsberry. · · · · 
, Some of the sessions which will be held will deal with 
leadership style; goal setting and looking at what makes an effective 
leader. Goldsb,etfy'said that they will still be taking nominations 
until Friday. · 
The cost of the retreatis $12 and it is held overnight. · 
For more i~formation or to sign up, contact.Kimberlie at 745-
4892. 
opinions 
..... 
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Student learns 
results of HIV test 
~ ' ' ' ~ '. . ' . ' . ' ' . . : . ·.. . ' : ... . . ' . . . ' . ' . 
. ·' "i - : .. 
'· :<'Aii oid saying states, ·. . , : I· have testedimsitive for mv. . . the mi1iions of.dollars they make to ·. 
;,\Vhen babies dfo; they haven't ·Oive me a clill~ometime. -Bye:;,. AIDS research'? .. . . · 
livedlong enougbtcfgoto· ... ·.. . What aboutmy parents? . I usually clon'tgetO~·my soap 
heaven; but they haven;t done ·.How wciuldJteHthem? lknow box or yellatthe.TV~ Truth is,l 
anything terrible enough to go :they would take cilre of me, but in ·don't even.kri6w what the ribbon 
to ·hell. AHbabiesgo to . ·. the back ~ftheirriiinds, would means. AIDS awareness is great, but 
purgatory until the endfor God :they blame me for.this? No parent none qf it can help me right now . 
. to judge them." ... should live longer than ltls or her Living my life carefree,· I made a 
..--'---'-'-"-----------..,..;...----.,..---------. I never took much stock ·children. · · niistake and I inight pay the price for 
.Xi .. ·. ··· .. •• ·". Opinions and EditoriaIS · in what my Sunday school I felt like i shouldn't touch the rest of my life'. · · Jeff Davis . . teacher said. · or do anything. The. myths . :rhe question of fate also arises .. . . I . n HSpo1 rts < A week ago, I was tested surrounding the disease easily ... What if God warits·nie to h~ve 
· cete. o termann forHIV(Human Immuno- . clouded the facts I kne:W. AIDS? I would be a martyr for ASTUDENTS. .. •·JOURN. AL. . . · . 
· ·.Steve Smith Defiency Virus). A key-'word The AIDS virus is not oi:hers,to remember, an example of 
-
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like l might be. I kept wonder- know the death, the tragedy or the closet-like office, waiting for a few 
ing, "vvhat _if?" stories behind the red fashion words, told in a certain way. · · 
Would lhave to.call up · .statements:they wear so easily? After the session, I walked 
all my sexual pa,rtners within Is AIDS awareness the back to my car. I was no longer 0853 
the last year and tell them? · . adopted cause Of Hollywood· born on November 9, .1974. The 
''Hello (blank), how are you . wher~ they're willing to wear a. . winds blew cold and I was numb. 
.·.doing? Just calling to tell.you red ribbon; but not.donate any of I had been spared. 
"I'm going home to Cleveland to visit family 
and then come back for the basketball games 
to cheer. I'm also going to rest up and eat 
Christmas cookies.". 
"I'm going to stay home for a while and then go 
to Miami, Fla. for New Years. After that, I'J)l 
"I'm going home to work and do all that family 
stuff." 
Molly White 
sophomore·. 
. Cleveland 
coming back to Xavier." .. 
Heather Ratchford 
freshman 
Louisvill~, Ky 
' . . . . . 
Keepingcampussafe and.secure : ~. . 
Natasha Howard 
freshman 
Indianal>olis . 
Police WOfk llon~stop to help students 
BY JEFF DAVIS 
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE 
Recently, Xavier Safety 
and Security·came under attack 
over a minor incident. 
I was not part of the 
encounter, nor do I have any 
detailed information about it. So 
as you read on, please realize, I 
am not taking sides with anyone 
over that particular issue. 
What I do intend to point 
out, is that we couldn't have a 
more dedicated police unit 
patrolling our campus. 
Over the past three years 
that l have worked for The 
Xavier Newswire, I have dealt 
with Safety and Security on a 
regular basis. On one occasion, I 
spent an entire night with them, 
documenting their actions for a · 
Newswire feature story. 
Every time I have inter-
acted with Safety and Security, 
whether as a bystander at an out 
of control party, just hanging 
around their office; or being 
around them as they investigated 
a student rape, they have been 
nothing less than the utmost 
professionals. 
For those of you who think 
Xavier's campus police are 
prototypes of the law-enforcement 
officials that come out of the Police 
Academy movies, I'd like to fill 
you in on something, The men and 
women of XU Five-0 are real life, 
professional police officers. Many 
of them work part-time at Xavier 
and while not on-campus, they 
work for the City of Cincinnati or 
other municipalities around the 
area. 
Just like every other police 
force in America, Xavier Safety 
and Security spends most of it's 
time "being noticed." Because our 
· campus is not a hang out for people 
like Al Capone, XU Five-0 officers· 
spend time in visible places to 
deter crime. If something were to 
happen anywhere on-campus, I'm 
willingto bet $1,000 they would be 
at the scene in less than a minute. 
The fact of the matter is, 
Xavier police are doing their job. 
On a daily basis, they go past their 
job description as police and do 
things like jump-start cars or 
carrying one of my hefty, exceed-
ingly drunk friends from.Dana 
Ave. to the third floor of Husman, 
so he didn't get hurt and other 
· "little" things. 
For example, just last week, 
my car wouldn't start. So I did a 
little work and got it started. I had 
two sets of keys so I decided to 
lock my car and leave it running. I 
went inside and about 10 minutes 
later, Safety and Security called me 
to tell me that an officer had 
noticed my car running and wanted 
to make sure nothing happened to 
it. 
Like I mentioned earlier, I've 
seen a lot of Safety and Security in 
three years. I .wish everyone could 
have seen the way Chief Couch 
and his staff went to extreme 
measures to end a mugging spree 
·on Dana Avenue ... and they did. 
Or see how they dealt with and 
·consoled a student who had been 
raped and beaten. Chief Couch 
has even shown up at the Village 
at 3 a.m. on a Sunday morning to 
deal with an overwhelmingly 
intoxicated student (Chief, like the 
rest of us, is usually sleeping at 3 
a.m. on a Sunday morning). 
One of the reasons Safety 
and.Security's efforts go unnoticed 
at times is because of the way 
Xavier University handles disci-
plinary cases. 
Because we go to a private 
school, anytime a student does 
something wrong on-campus, 
Safety and Security documents it 
and they turn it over to Student 
Development who handles the case 
internally. 
Although Xavier reserves the 
right to send the case to the courts, . 
they usually handle it inside the 
walls of Xavier~ 
This makes it hard for Safety 
and Security to get any credit for 
their actions. If Xavier were a 
public school like Ohio State, The 
Xavier Newswire would be able to 
access the information about the 
crimes and what happens to the 
people who have committed them. 
Right now, Chief Couch gives us 
all the information he can, in the 
form of Security Notes and crime 
statistics. As of now, The Xavier 
Newswire has its hands tied when it 
comes to showing readers the 
results of Safety and Security's 
actions. 
My point is, Xavier Safety 
and Security often doesn't receive 
the respect it deserves. I think if 
most people would see through the 
stereotypes labeled on Safety and 
Security officers, would recieve 
respect. Wh.en lask people what 
they think of them, most say, 
"Yeah, they busted a party I was 
at this past weekend." 
I have never heard, 
''They're wonderful, my car was 
parked in the pit one night and 
someone tried to break into it, 
but Safety and Security hap-
pened to be going past on patrol 
and they caught the guy." 
The reason you. will not 
hear this is because it rarely 
happens. Safety and Security 
prevent it from happening. 
So the next time you walk 
by an XU officer, instead of 
passing him or her and acting as 
though they're Satan himself, 
stop and talk to them. They are 
really nice people. They care 
· about Xavier students and they 
are here to do what they 
possibly can for us. 
Our campus will never be 
free of crime; .it's absurd to 
think that But with the dedi-
cated crew, led by the "Gen-
eral," Chief Couch, it has and 
will continue to be one of the 
safest colleges in the United 
States. 
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'@RT~fJ~alMovln' on 
Swimmers victorious 
The Xavier swimmers posted easy victories over the 
visiting Butler Bulldogs last Thursday. The men won their meet 
· 70-24, and the women won by a score of 69-26. 
Five different Musketeers registered individual victories in 
the meet . Justin Christman, Dan Casey, T.J. Dunker, Joe Liebold 
and Pat Wilcheck all won their heats. . 
Christman and Casey each had two wins for Xavier. 
Christman wa8 fastest in both the 50 and lOOfree style heats. 
Casey won the 100 back stroke and the 200 individual medley. 
The 200 medley relay team and the 200 free style relay 
team were also victorious for Xavier. 
The women also spread the winnings around with seven 
swimmers. winning their heats. Therese Strickland, Emily Hardy, 
Sarah Wayne, Erica Brietbold, Jan Feichtner, Amanda Goubeaux 
and Nancy McDonald had wins that help~dXavier defeat Butler. 
Strickland won both of the individual races she entered, the 
200 and 500 free style heats. The women's 200 free.style relay 
team also prevailed for the Musketeers. 
The swimmers will not race again until next year. They 
will head ~o Florida to swim against Maine on Jan. 4. 
A-10 honors scholar athletes 
Two Xavier athletes were honored by the Atlantic 10 for 
.their academic accomplishments when the A-10 announced its 
Academic All-Conference Teams. Soccer player Amanda Gruber 
and volleyball player· Susie Checkett were selected to All- · 
. A~ademic teams in their respective sports; . 
Gruber; a junior who w.as previously named to the All-
Conference team, was named to the .Academic All-Conference 
soccer team. This was the seco11d time Gruber, an English major,. 
·· was mimed to this team. · · 
In addition to a team-high 1.5 goals, Gruber also. led the 
Musketeers on the field. She led the A-10 in scoring with 33 
points; arid her ¢Ile game winning goals were tied for the most in 
the nation at the end of.the regular season. 
Checkett worked her way into the Xavier record books in 
her senior season this,fall, but kept busy with her other books as. 
well. This is the fll:st time the senior setter and political science 
major·has made the Academic All-Conference Team. 
· Her career total of 5,384 assists is a· new school record, and 
ranks amo~g theTop 20 career totals in NCAA Division I history. 
She also holds the top two single season assist marks at Xavier. 
Spikers '97 schedule announced 
Xavier's volleyball team has announced its tentative 
schedule for next season. The schedule will feature four teams 
that competed in this year's NCAA Tournament, and two teams 
that are ranked nationally in the Top 15. 
Two of the NCAA teams will be Miami (Ohio) ·and Rhode 
Island. Both these teams won their conferences this season, the 
Mid-American Conference and the Atlantic 10 respectively. 
Xavier will open the season on the road at a Michigan State 
tournament. The Spartans are ranked ninth this year, and were a 
participant in the 1995 NCAA Final Four. Also in the tournament 
will be Duke and the University of Southern California. The 
Trojans are ranked 13th in the nation. . 
Muskie head coach Floyd Deaton credits his assistant, 
Darrell McLean, for giving the Muskies a challenging schedule. 
Deaton is excited about' the level of competition. ·"To be the best, 
you have to play the best," said Deaton. "We have that 'blue 
collar' mentality, so we'll go play anyone." 
Coming Up<t5 
Wednesday, Dec. 11 
Saturday, Dec.·14 
Saturday, Dec. 21 
Sunday, Dec. 29 
Monday, Dec. 30 
Saturday, Jan. 4 
Monday, Jan. 6 
Tuesday, Jan. 7 
Thursday, Jan. 9 
Saturday, Jan. 11 
•Women's Baketball at Butler; 7 p.m. 
•Men's Basketbnll vs. Hofstra; 7:30 p.m. 
. •Women's Basketball vs. Miami; 2 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball at Akron; 3 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs. Kansas State; 2 p.m. 
•Women's Basketball vs. Robert Morris; 7 p.m. 
•Men's Basketbnll vs. Virginia Tech; 8 p.m. 
•Women's Basketball at Dayton; 2 p.m. 
•Swimming vs. Maine at St. Bonita Springs, Fla. 
•Women's Basketball at Cincinnati; 7:30 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball at Dayton; 9 p.m. 
•Women's Basketball at La Salle; 7 p.m.· 
•Rifle vs. Cincinnati; Noon 
•Swimming vs. Louisville; 1 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball at Fordham; 4 p.m. . 
•Women's Basketball at Duquesne; 7:05 p.m. 
All home games are in bold , . · , · . 
All home women's basketball games are held hi Schmidt Fieldhouse 
All home men's basketball games are held at the Cincinnati Gardens 
All home swimming meets are held In the O'Connor Sports Center p0ol 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN 
.'.fHE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
This season's schedule has 
sent Xavier's basketball teani 
across the city and across the 
country already this year. 
Just before Thanksgiving, 
the Muskies registered one of the 
biggest wins in the school's 
history over No. 1 ranked UC 
. . 
. Last Thursday, Xavier traveled to 
Los Angeles and beat Loyola 
Marymount, 81-65, to remain 
undefeated this season at 5-0. 
The Musketeer's perfor-
mance this year is sending them 
on a voyage Up through the 
~ational pol!s. 
Last week, Xavier was 23rd 
in the AP poll, and 26th in the 
USA Today/CNN Coaches Poll. 
With wins over Florida A&M and 
Marymount, the Muskies moved 
up in the voting. The writers in 
the AP Poll put Xavier in the 19th 
slot, while the coaches rank~d XU 
·21st in the USA Today/CNN Poll . 
The win overLMU fol-
lowed the same script as Xavier's 
.. previous four wins. The Muskies 
. · crushed the Lions in rebounding, 
42-26, and forced LMU to commit 
23 turnovers. Xavier stole ·the ball 
15 times fromMarymount. 
Xavier also spread out the 
scoring again in this game. Three 
Muskies scored in double figures. 
. .. The points came from many areas . 
of the floor, with XU hitting a 
number of shots from under the 
basket; while also scoring from 
outside. 
Gary Lumpkin led Xavier's 
outside attack once again, knock-
ing down five three-pointers for 
the second straight game. He led 
all scorers in the game with 24 
points. 
The other half of Xavier's 
guard tandem, sophomore Lenny 
Brown, also had a successful 
evening. Two baskets from three-
point land helped him score 17 
points on the evening. Brown led 
XU with six assists on the evening 
as well. 
Rebounding duties were 
also evenly distributed among the 
Musketeers. James Posey grabbed 
11 boards to lead Xavier. Posey 
also tossed in 12 points in the 27 
minutes of action he saw coming 
off the bench. 
Torraye Braggs and T.J. 
Johnson also contributed to the 
rebounding efforts, pulling down 
nine and seven respectively. 
If this sounds familiar, it's 
probably because it is. 
Lumpkin, Brown and P()sey 
were the only Musketeers to score 
in double figures against LMU. 
The trio leads the team.in sc,oring 
averages, with Lumpkin at 17.6 .. 
ppg, and Brown and Posey at 
15.8. 
Posey is the leading 
rebounder on ~e team, averaging 
7.4 per game.' Right behind him 
are Braggs at 5.4, ~d Johnson at 
4.6. 
Lumpkin is averaging four 
three-pointers a game. For the 
season, he is sh9oting 57.1 percent 
Newcomer TorrayeBr<i.ggs has been a big part of the Musketeers' hot 
start this season. He is averaging 14.6 points and 5.6 rebounds.per 
game. AS·a team, the Muskies are averaging 87.4 points, 36.2 
rebounds and 12 steals per outing. 
from beyond the three-point arc. think the real good teams don't . . 
The team is hitting threes at a clip worry about who they're playing, · 
of7;6 per game. · · · · · they worry about how they're 
... Def~nsively,Xavier playing," said.Prosser. 
averages 12sfoals'per'game;'and' ., .. ;, Therlai:e'thle'e games.'; "['• 
Muskie opponents average26.6 seperating XU from' the A-10 
turnovers against XU's smother- season. The most difficult of 
ing pressure. these games looks to be against 
The Musketeers seem to be Kansas State on Dec. 29. 
hitting on all cylinders at this The Wildcats return three 
point in the season. ·However, starters from last year's 17-12 
head coach Skip Prosser feels the squad. KSU opened this season 4-
team has room to improve. 1 through Sunday. The four wins. 
"We still have a long way to · were by comfortable margins, and 
be as good as we can be," said the sole loss came at home against 
Prosser. "Defensively, we're not Wichita State. KSU lost that 
consistant enough." In practice, game by 15 points. 
the Muskies have been keeping Xavier opens its conference 
tough on the defensive end. schedule at the Cincinnati Gardens 
"It's not hard to have a good on Jan. 4 againstVirginia Tech. 
possession, or five or six good The Muskies have two other 
possessions," Prosser said. ''But 
to have 40 minutes of good 
possessions, 40. minutes of effort. 
That's what seperates the good 
teams from the really good 
teams." 
Xavier's rugged conference 
schedule is just around the corner, 
and it promises to test the 
Muskies. Prosser, however, does 
n~t feel the team will prepare 
differently for the A-10 games. "I 
conference games before classes 
resume for the spring. One is up 
1-75 against Dayton, and the other 
is in New York against Fordham. 
Tech lost several starters·to 
graduation; but retained star ' 
forward Ace Custis. The 6-7 
senior is averaging 20 points and 
8.7 rebounds per game this 
season. 
Xavier's game Tuesday night 
against Long Island finished too late to 
make this publication. 
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Strong's Magical Adaptations 
BY SOREN BA.KER 
Tmi XAVIER Nmvswiim 
The game ne.ver changes. 
But for Orlando. Magic forward 
DerekStrong, the surroundings 
. never' seem the' same. ' . : . . 
· .. · Though the Xavier Univer-
. sity product has only been playing 
. . ·>... . 
· in the National Basketball• · · 
Assocfation since 1992, Orlando . . 
is Strong's fifth NBA team. 
''.I looked over the suinmer 
and was just trying to find the 
team that I would have the best 
chancetci play," Strong said 
during an interview in the Orlanqo 
Magic press room before a recent ·· 
game with the Minnesota 
Timberwolves. "Because when 
you play, that's where you find a . 
home quicker. There's other · · 
places I could have went for. much 
more money, but I didn't know ifl 
was going to play there ornot 
because of the players they had on 
their roster." · · 
The Magie have cert~nly · . 
welcomed Strong's talents. The·. 
28:-year-old averages six points · 
_and five rebpunds a ¢ontest in just 
over 20 minutes per game. . 
"The reason that we' went 
after Derek was we felt we needed 
somebody that could do a little bit 
·better job of playing interior 
defense and rebounding the . . 
basketball for tis as a backup to 
[forward] Horace Grant," Magic. 
·head coach Brian Hill'said. 
"In [Strong1s]:days ~ith c.'..: 
Milwaukee, Boston and L.A., I 
always thought he did a pretty 
good job in those areas. I can 
. remember him coming in and 
playing very good defense against 
us over the last couple of years 
and that's the reason.we signed 
him as a free agent." 
Against the Timberwolves, 
Strong snared ~ight rebounds and 
chipped in six points in 25 
minutes to help the Magic defeat 
Minnesota 90-86. 
"We told him when we 
brought him here that his playing 
time was going to be built really 
on how well he defended and how 
well he rebounded and that 
anything he gave us offensively 
was going to be a plus," Hill said. 
"He's shown us that he can 
shoot the ball better than I realized 
he could when he was playing 
with those other teams. He's 
doing a very good job defensively 
and rebounding, and that's why 
he's getting the minutes he's 
getting." 
At 6 feet 8 inches and 240 
pounds, Strong can match up with 
a variety of opponents. He rotated· 
defensive duties against the 
Timberwolves by guarding 7-foot 
star Kevin Garnett, 6-foot-10 inch 
Tom Gugliotta and 6~fo6t-7 inch 
Sam Mitchell. 
"He has that versatility that 
he can play both. small forwards 
and big forwards,'~ Hill said. 
"You like that ty'pe of versatility 
in your players~" 
At Xavier, Strong played 
"I used to work on my ball 
handling skills and perimeter 
sfoff,'; he said. "lknew I wasn't 
really 6-10 (the height Xavier 
listed him a$). That's why I 
worked on my outside game as far 
as swingman s~uff. I always felt 
that'ymi never know, that you 
could be playing two different 
spots." · · · 
. Strong has enjoyed consis-
tent minutes this season, but he 
has not always been able to rely 
on a spot on an NBA roster, not to 
mention quality playing time. 
The West Coast transplant 
was preparing for a life in the 
National Basketball Association 
after being selected by the 
Philadelphia76ers in the second 
rotil1d (47th overall) of the 1990 
.NBA draft. 
It wasn_'t the right time 
though. 
. The 76ers invested in 
Despite his healthy salary, 
Strong still lives as he has since 
·his days at Xavier: in an apart- · 
ment. But he also has a home in 
Los Angeles. 
Still, the Orlando Magic 
coaching staff has faith in Strong, 
regardless of where he lays his 
head. 
"So far, because of his 
experience, he's been able to 
adjust very easily to the things that 
we're doing at both the offensive . 
and defensive end," Hill said. 
Despite the amount of 
confidence his coach has in him, 
. Strong knows that his musical 
teams routine may continue 
throughout his entire baskc;:tball 
career. 
"That's the life of this 
league for a player," he said. 
"When you're searching for a· 
home, it's like anything. When 
you're looking for a house, you're 
not just going to go for the first 
one. You're going to look at 
different places. It's the same 
thing about this, just trying to find 
the rightteam." 
· veterans during 'the off-season, 
and as a result Strong was only 
offered.the league minimum of 
$120,000, if he made the team. 
Therefore; he began his profes-
sional ·basketball career as a 
member of Huesca in the Spanish 
. professional league, making a 
, guaranteed $200,000; 
"It was good for me as far as 
going ov~r.there because you 
Strong's contract expires at 
. the end of the season. Next year 
. he may have to adjust to a new 
team and new surroundings. 
. . But the game will always be 
Former Xavier basketball star Derek Strong is currently playing with 
the Orlando Magic in tM NBA, his fifth team in his siX year NBA 
career, and the eighth t~ani in hisprofessional career. At Xatiier, 
Strong averaged 13.4 points and 8.4 rebounds per game over his three 
the same. · year careerfrom 1987-90. · · 
grow up~" Strong said. "Plus it's.a ,---~-~---------------------------------
new country and you're able to · :=;~~!~~:.;-::.~k NCAA clears Wilson 
it'sgoodfor-a·person·as-far·asJust···..... . .,. ,., ... _, ........... ; ___ , . __ , .. . 
coming out of college to experi- BY STEVE SMITH.. . . : Now things'have changed. 
ence things like that. People say THE XA. VIER NEWSWIRE According to Xavier 
'. deeision ·are that' Wilson· is now 
immediately eligible, he can 
receive athletic aid and he can it's a jungle out there and it's Assistant Athletic Director Ginger 
good to explore every inch of the A long time dream will now · Fulton; the NCAA council asked compete this spring if he chooses. 
jungle." become reality this spring for an NCAA subcommittee to reopen If Wilson were to decide to sit out 
The jungle became even Xavier freshman T.J. Wilson. any cases that were denied that 
wilder and far-reaching upon Wilson, who came to X on a golf dealt with fourth year English 
Strong's retur:n to the United scholarship only to be declared courses. In the case of Wilson, 
States .. The Palisades, Calif. academically ineligible by an the subcommittee reversed its 
native came back and played for NCAA subcommittee, has now earlier denial and decided in 
the Miami Tropic of the United been reinstated effective immedi- Wilson and Xavier's favor. 
States Basketball League and the ately, thanks to a new NCAA NCAA Director of Legisla-
Quad City Thunder of the Conti- ruling. tive Services Athena 
nental Basketball.Association. Originally, Wilson was Yiamouyiannis told The Newswire 
Strong had to readjust denied academic eligibility and that recently the standards were 
himself to the NBA_ style of play,,. upped in regard to English classes 
not the softer, more collegiate "I'm still bitter needed to meet NCAA core 
style that the Europeans favor. requirements. It is now necessary 
"It was like I was starting all to complete four English courses 
over again;" Strong said. "I knew at the NCAA, rather than the previous three. 
that I wasn't going to come in and The NCAA Council meets 
just play right away (in the NBA) · four times. a year and reviews each 
because I didn't play that first year but at least I of the subcommittees, based upon 
(after being drafted)." performance. 
When the Milwaukee Bucks J th• When the council met last, 
called at the end of the 1992 NBA can p a y IS they made some adjustments to 
season, minor league basketball how the Initial Eligibility Wavier 
was behind him. Spring." Council Subcommittee ruled in 
But revolving-door work cases such as Wilson's. The 
places weren't. He played the T.J. TJ'T."l adjustment was that in the case of 
'93-94 season with Milwaukee - • • H l SOn "stellar students," Yiamouyiannis 
before spending the next two 
seasons with the Boston Celtics 
and Los Angeles Lakers, respec-
tively. 
Stron_g's home this year is . 
with the Magic. 
He signed a one-year 
guaranteed contract for the league 
minimun:i for veterans ($247,500) 
on Aug. 26. 
A large amount of sure 
had his scholarship revoked for 
the 1996-97 golf season. This left 
him with three years of eligibility 
remaining, starting next year, and 
another year to wait before 
achieving his dream. 
The NCAA declared Wilson 
ineligible and denied Xavier's 
appeal based upon a fourth year 
said it, the fourth class require-
ment would be more lenient. 
the spring season, he could return 
next year and still have four years 
of eligibility remaining. 
In a.phone interview with 
Wilson, he told The Newswire that 
he would compete this spring, 
leaving him with three years of 
eligibility remaining. 
"I'm still bitter at the 
NCAA, but at least I can play this 
spring," said Wilson. 
Fairfield High athletic 
director Bill Stewart is extremely 
pleased with the NCAA's change 
of heart. 
"We are really excited for 
T.J. We're happy to see he will 
get a chance to compete at X. It's 
something we felt he should have 
had all along," said Stewart. 
"It's good to see the NCAA 
is willing to look at a case and 
really examine it, then make the 
right decision. It took a little 
longer than we think it should 
have, but they did eventually 
make the right decision." 
With Wilson now in action 
the Musketeer golfers look to have 
a strong spring season. Head 
coach Doug Steiner says Wilson is 
a "hard worker and a long hitter," 
while the team is anxious about 
Wilson's return as well. 
. primarily power forward and 
center, but he was always honing 
his,other skills. 
. money is welcome for a man who 
made $400.a week in_.the USBL 
and·$500 a week in theCBA. 
· English class Wilson took at 
Fairfield High School. According 
to the NCAA, the class he took · 
did not meet NCAA requirements. 
For example, if a student 
has met English requirements one, 
two and three, then .the fourth 
English class would not necessar-
ily have to be English four to be 
acceptable. In varying cases it 
could be a class that has a lot of 
English tools and background, 
such as Journalism, that success_. 
fully meets the requirement set by . 
the NCAA. .. . 
The results of the NCAA' s 
"I think the team as a whole 
is glad to see T.J. get his eligibil-
ity back. He has a ton of potential 
and could make an impact right 
·· away," said junior Matt Ser.vies. 
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Lady Muskies' future lies with Hotz 
BY TOM DECORTE 
THE XA.VIER NEWSWIRE 
As a team, the women hoopsters 
continue to search for winning chemistry, 
but one freshman forward offers a glimpse 
of future victories. 
Freshman standout Kiin Hotz had 
another outstanding performance last 
Friday, netting 23 points, grabbing 12 
rebounds and getting four steals in the 
Musketeers 90-70 defeat at Ohio State. 
The loss dropped Xavier's record to 
2-3 on the season and 1-2 on the road. 
-''Kim.can 
basica.IIy play · 
ally position on 
the floor and 
s~e's picked up 
our system well~'' 
-Jenny Rauh 
The key to Hotz's 
success is her quickness, 
which is exceptipnal for 
a six footer. 
She also has the 
ablilty to shoot the 
. jumper and drive to the _; 
basket, which makes her 
a difficult matchup for 
opponents. 
Her rebounding 
prowess can be attributed 
to her superb jumping 
ability. She won the 
Wisconsin state triple 
jump chamionship in 
high school. 
Hotz said she 
hopes that, along with 
fellow freshmen Greer 
and K.T. Palmer, the 
The Musketeers were iil tro.uble early, 
falling behind by 25 .at halftime, 55-30. 
Xavier couldn't stop the Buckeyes offen-
sive attack inside. The starting Buckeye 
frontcourt shot a combined 15-20 in the 
game, and Ohio State as a team shot 61 
percent from the floor. steals with 70, but they are being foundation of a solid 
Head coach Melanie Balcomb said 
that OSU' s inside game was as strong as 
advertised and Xa:vier wasn't able to win· 
the battle of the transition game. 
outrebounded by five boards per game. team is in place. "I see 
Opponents are shooting 49 percent against · the three of us adapting 
the Musketeers, while Xavier is hitting at well to coach Balcomb's 
only a 43 percent mark philosophy, we really · 
The lackluster defensive performance 
overshadowed a solid offensive effort 
which featured four Musketeers scoring in 
double figures. 
Though the Muskies haven't started like to run the floor and 
as fast as they have hoped, Hotz's play has get after people defen-
her teammates excited about the future of sively ," said Hotz. 
the s,quad. Today the Musketeers photo courtesy of Xavier Sports lnformantion 
Senior for:ward Sheila Flint is enjoying another solid 
season, shooting 59 percent and averaging nine points a 
game. She's also second on the team in rebounding. 
The senior tandem of Jenny Rauh and 
Sheila Flint scored 11 points each and 
junior Connie Hamberg added io, nailing 
both of her three point attempts. 
''She's a very athletic player and the travel up 1-74 to Indianapo-
fact that she can play both inside and lis for a battle against 
outside helps a lot," said Hamberg. Butler University. The 
Rauh said, "Kim can basically play Bulldogs were in last year's NCAA 
Hamberg has been the Musketeer's 
top long distance threat this season. She's 
hitting threes at a 52 percent rate, while the 
rest of the team is hitting only 19 percent 
from long range. 
any position on the floor and she's picked · tournament and will pose another big 
. up our system well." .. challenge for the Muskies before the 
. Hotz's· 16.8 points and 7.6 rebounds Atlantic 10 season begins. 
per game both lead Xavier's team this "Coach says they have a good low · 
season~. and ~er 14_steals ~e good fQr. . post g~e. so we'll have to rp.ake sure qu.r 
second on the team. weakside. help defense in the post is good 
be on our rebounding and offensive 
execution." 
After the Butler game, the cagers 
only have two games before the beginning 
·· ofconference play. Archrival Miami visits 
Schmidt Fieldhouse on Dec. 21 and on Dec. 
30 Robert Morris University will come ·· 
calling. Last season the Redskins defeated 
Xavier 89-69 in Oxford.• Game time for 
Miamiis 2 ·p.m. and Robert Mbrris will
1
tip 
The Muskies emphasis on quickness 
has resulted ~ problems inside~ but they . · 
have been able to use theii: speedto create 
. "ldon'tconsider leading the teanrin and hope our press can cause some turn-
steals and. tum.overs: " · · 
scoring Jo be tllY doing," said Hotz, < , . . overs,"· said Rauh. . · . ·. \ . 
. ;,when you li'av~·soirib>ne like Tiri"a (Gieerr.' . J'. '. - Hotz 'said,. "I think our main focus,. 
They lead all Atlantic· 10 teams in · getting you the batl, ithelps a lot" especially in the nextcouple of games, will ~ffat7p.m.. · 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break Bahamas.Party 
Cruise! 6 Days $2791 All meals, 
Free Parties, Taxes! Great beaches 
& Nightlife! Prices increase soon -
Save $50! springbreaktravcl.com 
1-800-678-6386 
SPRING BREAK 
Cancun & Jamaica Spring 
Break Specials! 7 Nights Air & 
Hotel From $3991 Prices Increase 
soon - Save $50! Save $150 on 
food, drinks, & free parties! 111 % 
Lowest Price Guarantee! 
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-
6386 
GUITARIST NEEDED 
Local band ·~echnicolor 
Yawn" needs guitarist tO replace 
the last axe player who got a full 
timegigatArby's. Weplaymostly 
covers (Spandau Ballet, Mcnudo, 
Cypress Hill, etc.) Call 555-5555 · 
soon because we gotta play a junior 
high dance thi.s weekend; . 
APT. FOR RENT 
. Apt available for next semes-
ter. 2-3 student to share aµ 8 room 
apartment. Off. street parking,. on 
bus line, half heat paid. $200/mo. 
each; -Call 731-6150 or 351-9550 
after 5. 
SPRING BREAK 
. Spring Break Panama City! 
Boardwalk Beach Resort! Best 
· Hotel Location, Price! 7 Nights 
$129! Daytona-BestLocation$139! 
Cocoa Beach Hilton $139! 
springbreaktravel.com 1 ~800-678-
. 6386 
FREE TO GOOD HOME 
My annoyinglittle brother Roger. 
My parents are out of town andlfigure 
this'd be the perfect time to get rid of 
the little bro.t. . Call 555-5555 after 11 
pm (that's when our babysitter goes to 
sleep). 
FRONT DESK 
SUPERVISOR NEEDED 
Part-time. Downtown ath-
letic club. Must possess basic com-
puterskills and public relation skills. 
Flexible hours required. Please fax . 
your resume or letter of interest to 
241-0096 
SllU'ITLE DRIVERS 
NEEDED 
Xavier shuttle drivers needed 
for the spring semester. For more 
infonnation, check the Safety and 
Security Desk in the University 
Center 
LAZER TAGS WANTED!! 
If you have or know someone 
that has old Lazer Tag sets in working 
condition, please call· 221-S515 ·and 
talk· to college students who will pay 
top dollar (or as much as we can afford) . 
for these dated toys. . · 
SEASONAL HELP 
WANTED DURING CHRISTMAS 
BREAK - LABORERS 
(M/F) Waiehouse work, office 
furniture refurbishment. Apply 9 to 5, 
. 6454Centrel~arkDrive, We5tChester, 
or call 771-5550 ... 
. ·call 745-3561 to ffnd out' · · 
. how. to l~:ce YOUR cl2i'ssit'i-ed : 
We're building ·our future 
right ·here in Cincinnati..-.. 
. And so can you~·· . 
As the premier furniture, appliance and electroilics retailer in 
· the Midwest.for the past 25 years, we value good work and 
reward it. If you want to be the best at what you do, ·consider 
joining our team of nice ~pie. 
Join the ROBERDS Cincinnati team! 
..... Locat.ed in Springdale near the intersections of super highway routes 1-275 : 
and I-75, thiS Superst.ore features 250,000 square feet of sellfug ai'ea and a 
50,000 square foot warehouse. The staff of this statEH>f-the-art Home Fumis . 
Store would like to invite you to join our team and be a part of retail history. 
Positions Open: 
. Furniture, Appliance, & Electronics Sales, 
Office, Cashiers, Warehouse, Visual Display · 
Great Pay arid Benefits! 
• Paid 'Ihlining • 401 K PJan. • Stock Pun:haSe Plan 
• Discounts on Merchandise • Career Advancement 
•Medical & DentalPlanAvailable 
· ··Apply in Person! . 
Seven Days a Week 
. from 9am • 6 pm at: 
ROBERDS GRAND", Inc. 
117~5 C~mm· ons Drive.· 
Springd · Ohio 45246 
6 1~8510 
ROBERDS is an equal opportunity employer and a dNg-tree workpTace .. 
Pre-employment drug screening required. · . · · · 
··, ,.1 ,', ' .. ,'.• "'·<:(':, ~, ;,' ~, ' .. : . :,-. ,. ,':·~.,,·~--,,,~. ·'r-·.'~.~.'~·:: ) ,:· :·",~•'-.,, ,·,. ,,, .. ,, ., \ ·,,,·',, ,. ·,' .. ~·~· ·~·" 
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DIVERSONS briefs. 
Xavier 'Desires' live 
On Friday at 8 p.m., therewili be ~reading of 
"Hidden Desires," anew musical.by Brian Kilbane, in the 
Ulliversity Center Theatre. 
. Kilbane, a junior accounting major from Cleveland, is 
a Performing Arts grant student and the vice president of the 
.Xavier Players. 
"My freshman year, I started experimenting with 
trying to write music," Kilbane said. "Over the summer, I 
decided to sit down and write a musical." 
. The result was "Hidden Desires," a play that Kilbane 
describes as "a thriller with Gothic style music." 
The play is about a newlywed couple, Jake (James 
Meyer) and Ellen (Becky Sarbaugh). · After their wedding, 
they move into an apartment. Across the hall lives a man 
named Simon (Chris Dake) who spends his free time 
studying black magic, spells and mind control. 
Simon falls in love with Ellen and attempts to seduce 
her. When .she tells Jake about Simon's advances, he does 
not believe her because. Simon was supposed to be on 
vacation during the week of the alleged incident. 
"From that point on, it is a story of revenge, love and 
the power of preventing your own life's destruction," 
Kilbane said. 
Whe~ asked his motives for writing this type of play, 
. Kilbane said, "I did a thriller because I thought that out of 
all the current musicals, there aren't very many thrillers. I 
think it is important to implement suspense and a very 
macabre feel into a stage production:" .. .. .. 
Kilbane will play the piano fo his productio~ ... · .· . · 
·"Friday's rea<i~ihrough is. aii attempt for m~· to see 
. . h'?.W long tlie pl~y'.is,and see how it wo~ks,"<Kllb~e said~ ~·1 
,als.o want people to tell me what they think and giye me 
. constructive criticism;" . ' . . - ·. . 
· · ' ~by.Slmu~aPope 
. ·' , ... ''1: •.• 
···uattl~ lif ···the·l\aQ<fS 
·. ';·;. ~\· ., . . ' ' 
, .This weekend i~ the start~f'Bogart'sflfth:annuat .. ·. 
High SchoolBanciChallenge. · · .•. · . . .· · . · · · 
'. :>1n this event,' bands thathil.ve atleasthalfoftheir 
.. · riiembers in high 'school compete for ·~as.h and prizes, nor 
to mention bragging-rights for their respective schools. 
Winners·ate determined by the votes of audience 
· .. members. · 
· Bogart's·doors: will open 7:30 p.m. on Friday and 
Saturday, and the Challenge begins af 8 p.m; both nights:. 
Tickets for the event are $6.75. 
· · One of the groups featured on Friday is the 
alternative rock band askyii (the phonetic spelling of 
eschew), which is' comprised of four juniors from St. 
· Xavier High Schoof · · · · . 
'. Band members are lead singer Ryan Kaake,. le1:1d 
guitarist Doug .Kaplan, bass guitarist.Kevin Brelini and 
drummer Steve Mor~head. ·· . . . , ·... ' .· ·. , · 
askyii will play four covers as \Vel! as oit~ of their 
own.songs. ·· .... , ··;: .· ·· .··. .; .. · .· ~.\· · . : ·· 
. . They will: cover two.Rage.,<\gai~st th.e Maehi~e ' · ·.· .. 
songs,:Seven Macy Tbi:ee' s hit "9µmbersome; •. iuidJi~ .; 1 
· Hendrix's classic;.''Ptlrple Hiµ:e.V· · > :_ :· . _·. !, · 
a8kyii will: perform.their originaJ,; thrashy ~~Jilposi- · · 
·tion ~'Life .To BeUved:'' · · · ·• · · · · · · 
. . . "1 think that o~. music is' very diverse and has a. . . . 
' ·little something 'f9r:~~~(ybody," BrehiI1·s.aid .. :''.All'four ()f ~­
us are from·differen(backgrounds, and we eachcontrib~ _· 
, ute to our unique solind;" ·. . , . . . 
· ' .,-by Shauna Pope 
.... : 
He .. tbx,~ip_ o.f tilie Week 
. . 
Want better grades? 
· Then get that heart pumping. . 
• · lridividuals who exercise regularly do better on cogni,. 
tive tests than couch potatoes. . . 
· · They also score higher on niemocy, reaction time and · 
reasoning. .. 
So if you're in school, exercise. · - · 
Bush still .sounds sweet 
BY DEENA DELFOSSE 
THE XAVIER NESWIRE 
. In two short years, Bush 
has conquered the alternative 
and rock charts. They have 
achieved success that most 
bands can only dream of 
attaining. 
The British Band origi-
nated in 1992 when singer/ 
songwriter/guitarist Gavin 
Rossdale met guitarist Nigel 
Pulsford at a London club gig. 
They were soon joined by 
drummer Robin Goodridge and 
bassist Dave Parsons to form 
Bush. . 
In late 1993, the band 
signed.with Trauma Records and 
produced their debut album 
"Sixteen Stone." Unfortunately, 
there was no place for it in the 
British pop movement. 
Frustrated, Bush pressed 
on and released the album in the 
U.S. Here, "Sixteen Stone" was 
readily accepted by the explo-
The members of Bush (l tor): Nigel Pulsford, Robin Goodridge, 
Gavin Rossdale and Dave Parsons. 
sive alternative music scene. Bush quickly completed their Driven" and "Distant Voices" are 
The band's first single, second album "Razorblade likely chart toppers. 
"Everything Zen," was soon No. ~uitcase:". Many of the songs Gavin Rossdale's throaty 
1 on the radio charts. , ' were recorded in only one or two growl, paired with searing guitar 
The tilts "Little Things," take~~',' , . · · . · ·: riffs, spiraling bass lines and . 
"Comedown/' "Glycerine" and Perhaps the haste in pounding back beats creates the 
"Machinehead" soon followed, producing "Razorblade Suitcase" sound that Bush fans know and . 
and also soared to the top of.the has caused it to lose the cutting love. The. bittersweet lyric.s float 
charts. . . edge that made ''Sixteen Stone" so through th.e music as Rossdale 
. Bush then 'performed more . successful. ' . . . . · explores love and hate. 
than 230 concerts in the Umted The ~ecmid album is darker "Razorblade Suitcase" may be 
..: St!!~~~· They heJ.~:~.p\~q~jn .... , .., .. and deep6~: a;i~. ~J;i~:i;riusic' is ·, quite different from "Sixteen 
Billboard's Top 10 for several . - ·1ouder with a gothic'feel. The Stone," but it showcases the band's 
me>11tl!.s, and wer~.a:w~ded ~'The sound is)nor~. stfipp~d.down and . ability to shift the sound of their 
Vie~er' s Choic,e'!,.J\ ward at· . ·. raw compared tci their, ~tema-pop ·music to a mc:ire alternative/hard 
MTV' s Video 'Music Awards. · · debut. · , · rock sound:: · 
"Sixteen Stone" sold over Although many of the songs · This is a transition that is 
seven million copies. sound similar, there are a few. often hard to make, but Bush pulls it 
After t.he whirlwind tour, stand-outs. "Swallowed," "Bone off quite well. 
. . 
Az Vet finlJ.~ love in song 
BY Th'TitO AMARU 
GUEST COLlTh;'fNIST 
Az Yet; five young men 
from The City of Brotherly · 
Love, are putting Philadelphia 
. on the' map once agrun with the 
vocal taients arid lyrfoal compo- ' . 
sitji:lris found'on';theif debut. self-. 
titled LP. 
Their albiini is' the .latest 
ci:eatio1i'df LaFk~,Records that 
. is capturing the attention of the 
music industr}r. ·. ' .. 
"Az Yet" has quickly 
beco.me aclassit,.thanks to the 
producti6n and songwriting of 
Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds 
and the group's 'cti'verse vocal 
styles and tigh(qannonies. 
. . The influences ofR&B, 
jazz, blues, hip~hol,-and gospel .. 
provid~ a little ()f something for 
everyone. . 
Blasting ofi the scene with 
their smash single "Last Night," 
which went to No. 1 ori the 
Billboard R&B chart, Az Yet 
proves they are here to stay. · · 
. Choice selections include 
"Saved For Someone 
Else," "Hard To Say I'm Son)r" 
!Poking at the members of Az' Yet. 
and "Time To End The.Story." 
· .· d~ "S.aved F~r Someone 
Else," the group renlinisces of a 
love that has faded. It's a blend of 
harmony and a perfect arrange-
ment of keyboards and guitar that 
tells the story of a heart-brciken · 
individual whose girlhas lost her 
feelings for her one~time love. 
Most can relate to this 
theme ·at some poiridn their lives, 
and some more than others. 
"Hard To Say I'm Sorry" is 
a marvelous heart-wrenching 
accapela ballad with tightly 
blended vocal harmonies that set 
the stage foi: the story of someone 
refusing to let gc:i of a love (or 
friendship); .. · . . 
Especfally
0
"after all that· 
we've been t.hi:ough".and "all 
that's been slli~iand done," Az Yet 
-
invokes the emotional dilemma 
everyone has felt at one point when 
it has become "Hard To Say I'm 
Sorry" to that special someone. · 
The CD ends with ''Time To 
End The Story," which magnifi-
cently opens and reads a love 
relationship like a book This cut 
allows the listener to experience 
harmonic eargasms throughout Ai 
Yet' s delightful blend of harmony. 
As the group recalls the good and 
trying times throughout a relation-
ship, all listeners will be pleased 
with this selection~ Az Yet empha-
sizes a true love for someone as they 
state it's ''Time To End The Story." 
Az Yet is a definite must-buy 
and receives "ludicrous" flavor on 
the flavor scale. 
·Don.'t sleep on these five 
wonders from Philly. 
.··'1' 
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Uneven- exhibit 
BY PmL DAVIS. 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
The Weston Art Gallery at 
· the AronoffCenter for the Arts is 
currently holding an exhibition of 
works by the UMOJA Artist 
Alliance; titled "Hadithi," a 
· Swahili word that translates as 
"stories. 
The UMOJAArtist Alliance 
is a group, comprised mostly of 
African American artists, .whose 
stated mission is to "advocate, 
promote and _educate the Greater 
Cincinnati community about the 
contributions of African American 
artists and other artists of color." 
The show will run through 
Jan. 31. · 
The group also provides 
both networking opportunities and 
mentoring for students. 
"Hadithi" featlires·the art of 
six artists whose works fall quite 
out of par with one another. 
If not for the contributions 
of Thom Shaw and Carolyn 
Mazloomi; which undoubtedly 
carry the exhibition, "Hadithi" 
may just a8 well be overlooked. 
BriariJoiner's series of 
portraits, "BlackWomen.Series 
1,":painted on fragmented, three 
dimensionally reconstnicted . 
canvasses, attempts·to reference · 
Cubist and Fauve styles, which 
were in their prime 80 to 90 years 
ago. 
All of the portraits are . 
poorly drawn. In addition, the· · 
more Fauvist paintings, with thei:i: 
incoherent color relationships, are 
virtually without value structure,. 
. so that the figures remrun struc~ 
tureless as well. 
VelmaJ. Morris's drawings 
fare even more poorly to any 
discerning criticism. 
Irene M. Bryant's paintings, 
"The Underground Grotto Series," 
are abstract paintings that are 
unfocused and directionless, 
leaving the viewer uncertain of · 
whatishe is. trying to say, if 
anything at all. " 
However, the exhibition 
gets better. . 
Joyce Phillips Young's · 
. colorful paintings of mythical 
subjects, with their arabesque 
batik-like lines, are somewhat 
stylistically reminiscent of 
Archaic Greek art and a few non-
Western art traditions .. 
Some of the strongest works 
in the show are Thom 'Shaw's 
dramatic woodcuts, from his 
series "Portraits:. Self Ex~na­
tion," articulate human anxieties 
at the end of the twentieth century 
via his conglomeration of "spiri-
tual faith and intuition, supersti-
tions and liturgies, insights and 
nightmares." 
Shaw's works are deeply 
emotional and powerful. Despite 
a touch of melodrama, they are 
quite intriguing. 
· Mazloomi's quilts are 
evocative without 
overcomplification, and honestly 
make one sorry quilting is such an 
ignored tradition. 
Her quilts offer a discussion 
of African-American family life 
and social issues with a poignant 
effect that grows the longer ~me 
stands in front of them. 
Although much can be said 
for Thom Shaw's woodcuts, · 
Mazloomi's art is the strongest 
work in the show. 
Although after some 
viewing, her works seem artificial, 
some are quite beautiful. 
Baldwin C. Newton's 
Those interested in art may 
. ? · find it worth their time to visit the 
embossed paintings, writhing , . Aronoff Center to see Shaw and 
masses of organic. forms, are fu,ll . , . . Mazloomi' s works. 
of visual tex~ure and commal)d, · · The rest of the :uMOJA 
appreciatio~ for paint's beauty as group seems to have ridden· their 
·a physical object. coattails Into the exhibition, and. 
Although Newton's paint- unless you are ~ready downtown, 
ings are quite technically accom-: your time would perhaps be better 
plished, they leave the viewer a bit spent waiting for the nex_t show in 
dry for relevance to anything February. 
outside their own existence. 
...-· 
YQ.Yo's changing sound 
BY SOREN BAKER . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
On her smoothed-out fourth 
LP, ''Total Control;" Yo Yo 
proves that she can rock a variety 
of beats without losing her lyrical 
punch. 
After being introduced to 
the hip-hop world in 1990 on Ice 
Cube's "It's A Man's Wodd" 
from his debut disc, 
"AmeriKKKa's Most Wanted," · 
the South Central Los Angeles 
native demonstrated that spe could 
hold her own lyrically with the 
best in the business .. 
As a member of Cube's 
extended Lench Mob family, Yo 
Yo brought a hardcore feminine 
perspective to a genre dominated 
by her male peers on her 1991 
debut "Make Way For The 
Motherlode.'; · 
Her. second and third 
albums, \'Black Pearl" and "You 
Better Ask Somebody," found Yo 
Yo shifting from a smoother R&B 
approach to the rough style she 
embraced ori her initial offering. 
''Total Control" is yet 
another shift for the blond-haired 
rhymestress. She relies on 
synthesized, keyboard-heavy 
tracks that have become the , 
standard.West Coast sound. 
Producer Battlecat, who 
contributed five of the lOtracks 
on "Total Control," delivers a . demo tape, heavy sexual under-
' soundbed that is smoother.than l,l. . tones add:a stiriiulating dimension 
freshly paved backstreet on "Yo . to the. tr~ck. ~ ,, · · · . 
Yo Funk." A slow-paced drum. · Cube returns on "Bonnie. 
track, several layers of soothing And Clyde D," MC Lyte joins Yo 
keyboards, computer enhanced : Yo on "One For The Cuties," and 
voices and a smidgen of scratch~ . Atlantaresident MC Breed.calmly 
ing in the chorus provide a sings the chorus for ''Tre' Ride:•; 
musical backing that is perfect for ·Yo Yo raps about feminine 
a leisurely drive on a sunny day. interests, like what she'.s looking · 
Keeping constant with · for in a man aitd what she does to 
rappers penchant for fe~turing . ·have fun. Her presentation . · 
other artists on their albums, Yo enhances the effect of ''Total . 
Yo teams with diva Teena Marie Control." ·unlike ·some of her 
on the velvety "Body Wqrk." contemporaries who fall prey to 
Though the lyfics discuss.an.· · ·. lyricat handicaps, Yo Yo calls her 
aspiring rapper giving Yo Yo a own shots. · · 
Welcome to_ 
CALE 
-The City of Time ... 
8~!!!!~fY •For those fans of the dulcimer, whatever that is ... Kyle Meadows, who can play one, will be performing 
at the Joseph~Beth Booksellers in the 
Rookwood Pavilion. A man & his 
dulcimer. begins at 11 a.m; andhe 
doesn't stop doirig his dulcimer thing 
till 1:30 p.m. 
A major manufacturer of Yuletide Underwear. 
•For, those ·:pbople _Who look 
like their pets ... Mt. Adams will 
havetheffic.ellll!lcdl®~ J!D&iirlllicdlc.eX That's 
right, dress your pooch or monkey in 
his or her finest duds for . a parade 
through the streets of Mt. Adams. 
Celebrity judges will give out prizes. 
Even your beloved Calendar Man 
will be there because he passed out 
on the streets the night before. The 
monkeys & their pets begin to march 
at 11 a:m. 
•Pete-o-rific's got the tag on 
this, the Bo Deans will grace Bogart's 
with their rockin', rollin' music. The 
fat guy opens the doors at 8 p.m. and 
the show begins with special guest 
Holly Palmer. For more information, 
call 562-4949. 
wednesday 
December 11 
aOnly. 120 hours before fi-
nals week!!! Ho! Ho! Ho! 
•Live! from the Kelly Lobby 
. of Alter Hall, it's the International 
Coffee Hour!!! Yes, from 3:30-
4:30 p.m., you can rub elbows with 
graduates at this special edition of 
ICH: The Graduation Celebration. 
Fare thee well all you December 
grads. This includes the C-Man's 
roommate, Brawny, and his hilari-
ous drollery about the malevolent. 
bear & the whimsical rabbit! 
•Tom Sherwood will be on 
bass-baritone leading a Christmas 
carols sing-a-long for all you yule-
tide heads. This will be the final 
edition of the Music at Noon series 
for the semester, so bring your silk 
stocking and yuletide underwear to 
the Cash Room, Logan Hall. Ho! 
Ho!Ho! 
•Gwyneth Paltrow, who had 
a very inportant body part cut off in 
the film Seven, wHl grace the screen 
at The Movies on Race Street in the 
hit film, Emma . So get your sense 
& sensiblility to the theater at 7:30 
p.m. For more infonnation or to 
complain aboutthe corny Jane Aus-
tin comment the C-Man made, call 
38l~FILM:: Ho! Ho! . . 
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aOnly 5, 760 minutes before 
finals week!!! Ho! Ho! Ho! 
•Adopt-a-Family will have 
a Gift Wrapping Marathon for the 
special gifts they've collected for 
the needy of the Queen City. The 
wrapping will commence from 3-
8 p.m. at the Loyola House. Tell 
that elf, Marci, that the C-Man 
sends his salutations! 
•TNT will air How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas at 8 p.m. 
The special will show ·the back-
ground of how this Christmas clas-
sic was created. You can't miss! 
TapetheGrinchortapetheFriends, 
but missing either one is calendar 
blasphemy. Ho! Ho! Ho! 
• The cunning cranium of 
Xavier Crew has devised a dia·· 
bolical scheme. This devious 
mechination is known by code 
name lRiellllt·ll-lR@wer~ ii Yes, 
for a peasly $65, you can bend the 
will of the men's rowing team for 
the physical labor ofwhatever am-
biguous conspiracy you might have 
planned, be it taking over the world 
or just putting up that Christmas. 
tree. For more information,. call 
Gary at 231-1469 or Will at 985-
8368. Ho! , . . ... 
f'll/S, tJt.P llAV£ TO PIYIPE. T/JE 
TOY FACTORY •.. AN/? All Tl.Jt. 
1,,ACCOl/NTS ARE IN /.IER NNU .... 
\j 
"'~A~ ~a<laM1a~ ( ~ 
affo! Ho! Ha! Ha! Ha! Only 
72 hours till certain doom ... 
•The musical, Hidden Desires, 
will have its first read thru in the 
University Theatre at 8 p.m. Join 
the Xavier Players for an evening of 
student written & composed work. 
•Welcome to the unluckiest 
day of the calendar year. Y ollr fate 
is sealed so what should you do? 
Party your yuletide asses off! ! ! The 
Spanish Club will have a lFdda.y 
Uie 13tilll lOu1ce!intheUniver-
•Get Ready to Rumble!!! 
Thelastofficial dutyofStevieSmith 
as assistant sports editor was to in-
form the C-Man that the men's bas-
ketball team (We beat everybody!) 
will hit the court with those hoecakes 
fromHofstra! Tipoffisat7:30p.m. 
at the lovely Cincinnati Gardens! 
•''It's your thang, do what you 
want to do ... " IfB-ball isn't your 
thing then maybe a night of theatre 
will please the palate. The Fahren-
heit Theatre Company presents, She 
Stoops to.Conqueror, The Mistakes 
sity Cafeteria. $2 ge~ you in ~e of a Night at the Aronoff Center. 
doorat~p.m.andthebigfundoesn t Performance begins at 8 p.m; For 
enduntilla.m.on S11.timrd11.y the. moreinformation call241-SHOW. 
U 4.). Ua ~ Giveaways will include 'd 
chances to win a whitewater rafting sun a y 
trip, free tanning appointments, a 
kiss from that sexy Calendar Man, ,,December 15 
an autographed picture of Damon a You thought the C-Man for-
Jones & a phat thumbs· up from got? Wrong monkey-head! Only 24 
Christopher P. Dake!!! hours till finals week! Ho! Ho! Ho! 
•97X WOXY 97.7 FM will •WVXU 91.7 FM has Rabbit 
have itssecondannualModernRock Ears, a show featuring popular stars 
Auction. Today's feature is a Dave narrating children stories. Tonight 
Matthews photo and doodle; signed features the tale, ''TheFirebird," nar-
and framed in all its glory!!! Bids, rated by Susan Sarandon and ac-
will be taken from 7 a.m.-11 p.m, · companied by music compo~ed by 
Santa Claus, theC-Mandidn'tmean Mark Isham. "Orice upon a time ... '' 
to m3.ke fun of SAC! hosted by Meg Ryan, begins at 6 
p.m. 
I.IF. TAlKll> A80l/T /'1; 8111 
,.,, AFRAll> or UOIJ AU. 
Tilt CHILDREN OF THt 
t.JORLP tJOl/LI> TAK£ IT. 
•Like clock work, the most de-
pendable event is the Billy Larkin 
Trio performing at Awakenings Cof-
fee & Tea Co. at 8 p.m. A smooth jazz 
beat accented with a warm cup of 
java mixed with tears drowns those 
pre-finals week blues. 
•The Student Liturgy will com-
mence at 10 p.m. in Bellarmine 
Chapel. All proceeds from the col~ 
lection will benefit the Adopt-a-Fam-
ily fund. Readings for the Advent 
season include: Isaiah 61:1-2, 10-11, 
1 Thessalonians 5:16-24 and John 
1:26-38. d 
~!!~rf!Y 
•It'sMonday ... lt'sfinalsweek! 
Hopefully, the C-Man will see all you 
monkeys next year, just so you can 
read the C-Man' s exploits against the 
oppressive university bookstore with 
its absence of beloved comic books. 
aNo animals were hurt or 
abused in the making of this calendar,. 
although some will claim they were 
em"bear''assed. The C-Man would 
like to giVe thanks to all the good 
sports out in Calendar City that can 
take a good poke in the ribs including: 
The SAC publicity officers (What-
ever that means ... ), Damon Jones 
(cookies 'n'milk), the Xavier com-
muters (hibernating & crazy), Santa 
Claus (He's merely sufficiently · 
weighted, not fat!!!), Kyle Meadows 
& his dulcimer, The Xavier Players 
(You can have as many slots as you 
want, just mail the C-Man the 
event!!!), Calendar Dog (No kibble 
last night), those lovely SGA sena-
tors who control our budget, our edi-
tor-in-chief Oove those new logos!) 
and the Petruchio of the C-Man' s life, 
Mr. Christopher P. Dake!!! Okay, 
enough with the "thank you's!!!" 
. lictPPY lia-
.,- n ukKah ! ! ! 
ti ap p Y 
l\wanzaa! 
tiappy ,._.ew 
'1ear-s!!! 
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Back by ~lar derna-d.. 
~ "Glory Days" Homecoll\U\!3 t-sh1rts * 
cruy $5.oo 
· . \Jedne5day December lltl\ -T~ -7;3(Jpm 
leater- $1 
Tursday Decemper 1ttn - Happy Hoor - 't-7.pm Gnll 
Pwnonallzllld, . Hl&hlY trained, Proveq methods, 
camputerlwl study -.-t tw:l1a'a who ......-.. to 
.-., t;alclal to ,.r llnow the t.sta ralM your aco19. 
llndlvillual ........ Inside ... out. 
the leader In test prep and. 
admissions counsellng 
SAFETY AND SECURITY 
NEEDS SHUTTLE DRIVERS 
.~FOR NEXT SEMESTER. 
Get more information at the 
. ,,, .. ,, 
Security Desk in the University Center 
· ( 'Mtl\ a f estlve flarl ) 
FREE RIDE TO. 
THE AIRPORT 
on.the follovving days·: 
Wednesday, December 18 
Thursday, December 19 
Friday, December 20 
Saturday, December 21 · 
Sunday, January 12 
SPACE-IS LIMITED!! 
. R~ers must fill· out ah ~ppliedtbn 
dLe 2t tre informatbn ·desk by· 
. FRIDAY,. r;EC 13 at 500 
for more inbrm2tbn, mll 745-4230 
